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Overview 
 
We have added the option for Infinity Standard users to use external storage to host Spectrum files, 
which frees up resources to enable full patch management and Windows Update support for Infinity 
Standard units. 
 
New configurable alerting policies allow users to define the criticality of alerts.  
 
Users can also now enable or disable alerts for the crew network.  
 
Hidden networks behind managed switches can now be scanned by Spectrum. 
 
For SNMP-enabled printers, metrics and ink consumption can now be monitored.  
 
Spectrum users can now have a graphical overview of which network devices are up and running 
per device over time, as well as to detect connectivity network loops. 
 
Optimization of various menus for better visibility and control. 

 

Full update notes - 

 

Added 

▪ Allow the use of customer defined shares for staging Application Library/Windows Updates 

files.  
▪ New "Pending file downloads" view for Windows updates.  
▪ Spectrum can now scan custom routes—defined on Infinity—for devices.  
▪ Metrics and ink usage prediction for SNMP-enabled printers.  
▪ Configurable host availability checks for network devices.  
▪ Settings to define crew network and whether to scan/generate alerts.  
▪ Include collapsed "User devices" system in network diagram.  
▪ Setting to configure alert criticality levels.  
▪ Service tag is populated on PCs with agent  
▪ New "Show Updateable PCs" filter in Manage Updates.  
▪ New "Expand all" button to PC Overview page  
▪ Generate alert and display info on network diagram when L2 network loops are detected.  
▪ Generate alert when Application Library is updated.  
▪ Automatically refresh Network Scan log when new data is received.  
▪ Implement periodic refresh of network Scan History.  
▪ Add support for PowerShell versions >= 2.  

Changed 

▪ Redesign PC Overview page, with more information and faster response times. 
▪ Refactor "Manage Applications" page, to show more relevant info and streamline 

operations.  
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▪ Display Windows version in PC Overview & Windows Updates pages.  
▪ Rework Spectrum Agent scripts to work with legacy systems. Offers full support for systems 

with PowerShell versions >= 4 and partial support (PC info & metrics) for versions >=2.  
▪ Change data fetching mechanism to improve page loading and response times.  
▪ Improve asset naming for Windows PCs.  
▪ "IP" columns on tables are now sortable.  
▪ PC IP and link to PC are now displayed on "Action Log" and "Manage Apps" pages  
▪ Added loading indications to multiple views.  
▪ Changed display on "Select multiple" settings (metrics, network scan), to allow easier 

removal of selected elements.  
▪ Add shadow color to solution icons in network diagram. 

 

Fixed 

▪ Cleaned up stale data produced by bug in previous version scan mechanism.  
▪ Fixed issue where non authenticated users were sometimes not redirected to login page.  
▪ Fixed issue where missing Windows updates were not properly detected. 
▪ Fixed issue where multiple Infinity Node CPUs were being generated. 
▪ Fixed issue where iDrac was sometimes created with wrong asset type. 
▪ Fixed issue where MAC address of some devices was not properly detected. 
▪ Fixed issue where deleted settings were not properly synchronized with vessels.  
▪ Fixed issue where software was not marked as upgradeable when a newer version was 

detected. 
▪ Fixed issue where vessel reports failed to load under specific conditions.  
▪ Fixed issue where default PC name was not being updated on subsequent scans.  
▪ Fixed issue where completed Windows updates actions were not displayed as such.  
▪ Fixed issue where custom locations were sometimes not properly synchronized to vessels.  
▪ Fixed issue where some icons remained transparent after hovering on network diagram.  
▪ Fixed issue where network diagram was displaying items below box bounds.  
▪ Fixed issue where PC name was sometimes not updated after agent installation. 
▪ Fixed issue where version history was sometimes not properly displayed.  
▪ Fixed various agent issues.  
▪ Results list view now properly resets to first page when filters change.  
▪ Reports: CRPI now displays grade "N/A" instead of "A", if no valid systems are found.  
▪ LTSB/LTSC versions of Windows are now properly recognized as such, with updated EOL 

dates.  
▪ Properly detect iDirect modem on Intellian NX terminals.  
▪ Proper display of IP address with subnet qualifier.  
▪ Proper display of ports information on connection change alerts.  
▪ Stability and performance improvements. 

 


